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The development of quantum computing across
several technologies and platforms has reached
the point of having an advantage over classi-
cal computers for an artificial problem, a point
known as “quantum advantage”. As a next step
along the development of this technology, it is
now important to discuss practical quantum advan-
tage, the point at which quantum devices will
solve problems of practical interest that are not
tractable for traditional supercomputers. Many
of the most promising short-term applications
of quantum computers fall under the umbrella
of quantum simulation: modelling the quantum
properties of microscopic particles that are di-
rectly relevant to modern materials science, high
energy physics, and quantum chemistry. This
would impact several important real-world appli-
cations, such as developing materials for batter-
ies, industrial catalysis or nitrogen fixing. Much
as aerodynamics can be studied either through
simulations on a digital computer, or in a wind
tunnel, quantum simulation can be performed
not only on future fault-tolerant digital quantum
computers, but already today through special-
purpose analogue quantum simulators. Here we
overview the state-of-the-art and future perspec-
tives for quantum simulation, arguing that a first
practical quantum advantage already exists in the
case of specialised applications of analogue de-
vices, while fully digital devices open a full range
of applications but require further development of
fault-tolerant hardware. Hybrid digital-analogue
devices that exist today already promise substan-
tial flexibility in near-term applications.

∗ andrew.daley@strath.ac.uk

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers have potential for medium to
long-term wide-ranging impact on demanding comput-
ing tasks in many areas of modern society and industry
– with proposed applications that range from materials
science and chemistry to logistics and optimisation, en-
cryption and information security, as well as artificial in-
telligence [1–3]. The power of quantum computers arises
from the physical properties of the microscopic building
blocks of nature, which are described by quantum me-
chanics, and for which the complexity of classically sim-
ulating a system can grow exponentially with the sys-
tem size [4, 5]. However, determining how to take ad-
vantage of these properties in order to solve complex
computational tasks is often very challenging. This is
not “business as usual” for algorithm design [6], and of-
ten involves a completely different approach to solving a
computing task than what was traditionally applied on
a classical computer. Indeed, so-called quantum-inspired
algorithms have been developed in recent years, allow-
ing faster calculations on existing classical computers by
taking different approaches to computing challenges, mo-
tivated by quantum algorithms (see, e.g. [7]). Recent
demonstrations of the potential advantage of quantum
computers over classical computing have generally been
for artificial problems tailored to the specific setup [8–10].
Establishing a practical quantum advantage over classi-
cal computers, which we understand as involving relevant
academic or commercial problems that are useful beyond
testing the quantum hardware, is widely acknowledged
to be a difficult step.

In looking for an early practical quantum advantage in
near-term quantum computing, it is best to consider the
simulation of quantum mechanical systems [11, 12]. This
is the “native” and most natural application of quantum
computers, where we aim to use a quantum computer to
mimic the rules that describe physical microscopic quan-
tum systems. These problems are computationally chal-
lenging for the same underpinning reason that quantum
computers can be powerful. While systems in classical
physics exist in just one configuration, in quantum me-
chanics different configurations can coexist at the same
time in a superposition of all of the possible states in
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FIG. 1. Overview of quantum simulators. Understand-
ing the physical properties of real and promising materials
(depicted is a magnet, floating above a superconductor when
this is sufficiently cold) often requires theoretical models that
simplify the material enough to make it treatable. Such mod-
els could treat a material as a rigid lattice of interacting par-
ticles (depicted in blue in the figure), but even these models
may be too complex to be calculated exactly. A range of these
computational tasks could be mapped onto programmable
quantum simulators, with digital and analogue means to ap-
proach these problems - much in the same way as classical
aerodynamics uses wind tunnels in combination with digital
computing. Problems could be solved on a fault-tolerant dig-
ital quantum computer (shown bottom right in the form of
a circuit, where lines correspond to single qubits and boxes
represent operations between qubits) or we can build a scale
model of the problem in an analogue quantum simulator (de-
picted bottom left as an array of atoms, blue and red for
different species, trapped in an optical lattice represented in
grey). A range of programmable quantum simulators are now
under development, looking to increase the programmability
of analogue devices, and combine these with variational digi-
tal algorithms. Through the insights gathered from quantum
simulators we can build better models or obtain new under-
standing of the modelled materials.

the system [4]. In this way, the complexity of classically
simulating the problem can grow exponentially with the
number of particles. This is particularly important when
we start to look at problems describing the behaviour of
electrons in materials, or in large molecules, as we en-
counter in quantum chemistry. Beyond the initial diffi-
culty of writing a model that captures the full complexity
of the real physical system, any model we construct to
describe these real-world scenarios needs to deal with a
large number of interacting particles. The direct solution
of these models typically goes beyond the capabilities of
classical supercomputers. In some cases, such as in quan-
tum chemistry good existing approximate methods mean
that we need many digits of precision to gain a practical
advantage over existing approximate classical solutions
[13]. But there are many puzzles in describing solid state
materials where even the qualitative behaviour is not de-

cided by classical computation, and accurately solving
simplified models can provide significant insight [14] –
both directly for the materials, and for validating and
calibrating approximate classical calculation methods.

As depicted in Fig. 1, there are two ways to ap-
proach such problems via quantum simulation [12], the
first of which is to use a digital quantum computer
[32, 33], designed in analogy to modern classical com-
puters. There, the computation is divided into a series
of discrete “gate” operations that are used to manipu-
late information stored on quantum mechanical systems
[4, 6]. This form of digital quantum computing provides
the possibility to perform error correction [34] on im-
perfect implementations of the gates, with the potential
for fault-tolerant operations enabling large scale quan-
tum computations. Up to now, only certain aspects of
error correction have been demonstrated for very small
numbers of qubits and for a limited set of errors, and
in order to make progress, most devices operate without
any quantum error correction. This current situation is
sometimes referred to as “Noisy intermediate-scale quan-
tum (NISQ) computing” [35]. As noise severely limits the
number of operations that can be carried out on such a
device, the early demonstrations of the power of a quan-
tum computer have worked closer to the native hard-
ware, such as randomised sequences of native gate oper-
ations, as first shown by the result in 2019 from Google
[9]. This also extends to specialised non-programmable
devices built to demonstrate the complexity of quantum
dynamics, such as Boson Samplers in the form demon-
strated by several groups, including recently by USTC
[10]. Going beyond these demonstrations, which we often
refer to as showing quantum primacy for specific prob-
lems, the difficulty in looking for practical quantum ad-
vantage in near-term quantum computing, is that many
of the algorithms developed require a large number of
gate operations, far beyond the ability of NISQ devices
without error correction.

While fault-tolerant digital quantum computers are
still under development, we can already build “analogue
quantum simulators” that allow us to compute quantum
dynamics in a similar sense to how wind tunnels allow us
to understand aerodynamics [5, 11, 12, 36]. They are spe-
cial purpose analogue computers, which come with the
restriction that you have to be able to realise a model to
study directly in the laboratory. The major advantage is
that these can readily scale to large system sizes, making
them a natural frontier to search for a practical quantum
advantage relative to classical simulations. There are a
variety of experimental platforms allowing for the realisa-
tion of analogue quantum simulation, including but not
limited to neutral atoms [20, 21], superconducting sys-
tems [19, 23], trapped ions [16, 17], and photons [18, 24].
In Box 1, we give more information on the state-of-the-
art of these platforms with examples of physical models
that they can simulate. We expand on one of these mod-
els, the Hubbard model, as a specific example in Box 2.

Already in the last years, these devices have been pro-
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Box 1: Example Platforms for Analogue Quantum Simulation
Analogue Quantum Simulations are today performed on a variety of platforms [15–20], each of which offer distinct features

that make them more suitable for specific simulation tasks.
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices – Currently up to 3000 atoms in optical potentials with single atom detection and
control via so-called quantum gas microscopes. These uniquely implement models of interacting fermionic particles (such as
the Hubbard model, see Box 2) or its bosonic variant using bosonic atoms. Spin models can also be engineered, with tailored
local parameters and potentials shaped by spatial light modulators [21, 22].
Trapped Ions – Currently ca. 50 ions in linear chains (Paul traps) or 2D arrays (Penning traps), with local addressing. Using
laser excitations and the collective motion of the array to generate effective interactions, a range of magnetic spin models can
be engineered, with tailored long-range interactions. They benefit from readout techniques and manipulation developed for
digital quantum computing in ion traps [17].
Atom arrays with Rydberg interactions – Currently ca. 256 atoms held in optical tweezers, with spin models generated
by excitation to high-lying electronic states. They benefit from arrangements in arbitrary geometries, and tailored magnetic
spin models from different choices in laser excitation to excited states [20].
Superconducting circuits – Currently ca. 50-130 superconducting resonators, which can be used as qubits (spins) or
anharmonic oscillators (interacting bosons), with couplings adjusted on the level of individual resonators. As with trapped
ions, they benefit directly from architectures and readout techniques in superconducing quantum computers [19, 23].
Photonic waveguides or beamsplitter arrays – Currently up to ca. 50-100 channels and photons, either chip-based or
with large-scale beamsplitter arrays. They generally implement models for non-interacting bosons, including boson sampling,
which is exponentially difficult to reproduce using classical calculations [18, 24].

Box 2: The Hubbard model A particularly good example of the complex problems addressed in quantum simulation is
the determination of low-energy properties and dynamics in a Hubbard model, which is a prototypical model for describing
strongly interacting electrons in solids [25]. Although in one dimension the Hubbard model is exactly solvable [26], in two
dimensions, it has been a long-term challenge even to find the lowest energy states of this model, although a lot of recent

progress has been made [27, 28].
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The model is deceptively simple in its construction, describing electrons of two spin components located in one orbital at each
site, and involving tunneling of electrons between neighbouring sites (described in the Hamiltonian

H = −J
∑
〈i,j〉,σ ĉ

†
jσ ĉiσ + U

∑
i n̂i↑n̂i↓ by an annihilation operator removing a particle of spin σ ∈ ↑, ↓ from site i, ĉiσ, and a

creation operator placing it on the neighbouring site j, ĉ†σi with an amplitude J), and interactions when two particles of

opposite spin are in the same orbital (represented by the operator for the number of particles on site i, n̂iσ = c†σicσi and an
energy shift U).

The Hubbard model (and several of its generalisations) can be realised with cold atoms in optical lattices, where fermionic
atoms represent the electrons, and are trapped in an interference pattern of light formed by overlapping many laser beams,
with tunable interparticle interactions. Quantum gas microscopy has made it possible to take full spin and charge resolved

photographs of such systems, revealing complex interplay of magnetic ordering and mobile dopants at a microscopic level [21].
The Hubbard model and its generalisations to multiple bands allow us to explore electronic systems close to a Mott

transition, which is relevant for understanding a range of strongly-correlated materials, beginning with high-Tc
superconductors [29]. Strong correlation in this form appears in many materials including heavy metals with electrons in d
and f orbitals, which are important in a range of materials, including for batteries and catalysis [30]. For microscopically

quantitatively accurate models we then need to include long-range hopping and exchange in addition to the terms present in
the Hubbard model, but this could be explored in fault-tolerant digital quantum simulators [31].

viding insight into scientific problems, ranging from long-
standing questions on the influence of disorder on quan-
tum dynamics (see, e.g. [37]) and underlying physics that
gives rise to high-temperature superconductors (see, e.g.
[38]), to systems with topological properties [39, 40], and
dynamics in spin systems with both short [41, 42] and
long-range interactions [43–45]. Even today, these plat-
forms are well-calibrated and provide quantitative mea-
surements, e.g., of correlation functions, transport coef-
ficients and dynamical exponents. As we will note be-
low, the ultimate quantitative limitation of an analogue

system without error correction is set by the calibra-
tion accuracy of the model that is implemented – this
is where fault tolerant digital quantum simulation will
eventually have an advantage in specified accuracy and in
the broader programmability for more complex models,
at the cost of substantial overhead in required hardware
resources and computation time.

From a computational point of view, the dynamics of
an analogue quantum simulator can be seen as a highly
entangling operation on all of the particles/spins/qubits
in the system, with time-dependent control. This can

Practical quantum advantage in quantum simulation
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also be combined for spin systems with operations from
digital quantum computing, leading to a range of possible
programmable quantum simulators [2, 17, 21, 46], which
combine analogue elements with programmability. This
provides a particular opportunity to scale to large sizes
and to address problems of practical relevance, especially
in variational approaches to quantum simulation prob-
lems.

In the remainder of this article, we will address the lim-
itations of classical calculation of quantum dynamics, and
the opportunities and challenges of quantum simulators.
We will then analyse the potential for practical quan-
tum advantage, again comparing state-of-the-art classi-
cal numerical methods to analogue and digital quantum
simulators.

The first question is in which steps we go beyond
quantum primacy, where we solve problems that are
not accessible to classical computers primarily to demon-
strate the abilities of quantum hardware. A first practi-
cal quantum advantage in this sense is offered by ana-
logue quantum simulators, which can be quantitatively
verified, with a precision that is ultimately dependent
on the calibration of the hardware. These will be able
to address the properties of models that can be natively
realised within given hardware. The broader interest in
solving these relevant problems (e.g., for the purposes
of solid-state physics and materials science) takes us a
step beyond quantum primacy, and can be further ex-
tended within programmable analogue quantum simula-
tors. While these systems already allow us to explore
qualitative elements of solid-state physics that underpin
quantum materials science, with the addition of verifi-
cation, these platforms have the potential to perform
verified quantitative simulations of such models, both
directly and through variational techniques (similar to
NISQ hardware, but using the full analogue programma-
bility of the system). In future, the realisation of practi-
cal quantum advantage with digital quantum sim-
ulation on fault tolerant quantum computers will
remove restrictions on the models we can implement, and
provide the potential for arbitrarily accurate calculations
at a trade-off of increasing resources in terms of compu-
tation size and time.

We conclude below in broad terms that a first prac-
tical quantum advantage is already available with pro-
grammable analogue simulators for relevant problems –
especially involving out-of-equilibrium dynamics in 2D.
Going beyond this using a digital gate-based approach
will most likely require development of fault-tolerant
quantum hardware – which underlines the importance
both of developing fault-tolerant hardware, and of un-
derstanding and utilising analogue devices in the era of
NISQ Computing, where we stand at present. We give
perspectives for analogue and digital devices, and em-
phasise the importance of combining existing digital and
analogue techniques over the coming years.

II. CHALLENGES AND STATE-OF-THE-ART
FOR SIMULATING QUANTUM DYNAMICS ON

CLASSICAL COMPUTERS

In order to evaluate the opportunities and potential
practical quantum advantage provided by quantum simu-
lators, it is important to note the challenges in simulating
many-body quantum dynamics on a classical computer.
As mentioned above, this arises because of the huge num-
ber of configurations a system can take, which grow ex-
ponentially with its number of constituent particles (e.g.,
doubling every time we add another constituent building
block). This makes even storing such a state on the most
powerful existing supercomputers a challenging task in
general once the system grows beyond a very small size
(often of the scale of 50 quantum spins). To simulate a
quantum system on a classical computer, we then in some
sense need to either compress or sample from this expo-
nentially large space. While this can be done efficiently
for some systems in nature, for other relevant problems
the time cost of the calculations grows exponentially with
the system size for all known methods. We note that for
some problems there are methods with uncontrolled ap-
proximations (including mean-field techniques) that can
represent dynamics qualitatively and sometimes quan-
titatively for systems in some parameter regimes. But
to be reliable in general these need to be benchmarked
against simulations with controlled approximations. In-
deed, one early application of quantum simulation will be
to benchmark these methods. For this reason, we specif-
ically consider general classical methods with controlled
approximations.

A. Lowest energy state calculations

When calculating properties of a quantum system, we
are typically interested either in calculation of the lowest
energy states of a system (or specific excited states), or its
time evolution. Both of these can be specified in terms
of the total energy function, or Hamiltonian, H of the
system. Typically, calculation of the lowest energy state
is a simpler classical problem, because physical systems
with local interactions between particles often lead to a
much more limited range of possibilities than space of all
possible solutions. It is therefore sometimes possible to
sample the relevant states, or compress the number of pa-
rameters we store, rather than considering the whole ex-
ponentially large space. This can remove the exponential
scaling, at least in terms of memory requirements. The
last decades have seen many advances in classical meth-
ods for many-particle systems, and across Physics, Chem-
istry, and materials science there are large subfields ded-
icated to developing new computational methods. This
also makes the bar for a practical quantum advantage
a constantly moving target. Nonetheless, lowest energy
state calculations remain elusive for many models, with
the Hubbard model a particularly good example (see Box

Practical quantum advantage in quantum simulation
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2) [27, 28]. For example, while there has been tremendous
progress made possible by Quantum Monte-Carlo meth-
ods over the past decades [47–49], path-integral monte-
carlo calculations face the challenge of the so-called “sign
problem” in sampling. This sampling problem has been
shown to be NP-Hard, in the sense that a generally ap-
plicable solution to the specific issues encountered would
be equivalent to proving that NP problems are solvable
in polynomial time [50].

B. Quantum dynamics

In non-equilibrium dynamics (such as a quantum
quench, when a parameter of the Hamiltonian is suddenly
changed) we start from an initial state and observe how
it evolves. An isolated quantum system then tends to ex-
plore a large part of the entire configuration space with
its exponential-in-system-size growing number of quan-
tum states, making such kinds of problems the most chal-
lenging and intractable for a classical computer. This is
often connected with the notion of scrambling of infor-
mation in quantum systems, where all degrees of free-
dom of the problem become important [51, 52], and we
cannot apply classical methods that rely on compressing
the state using a properly chosen basis. This also makes
quantum dynamics a particularly good example for iden-
tifying the regimes of practical quantum advantage, as
quantum information scrambling gives good arguments
that the states cannot be compressed in the way that is
often possible for lowest energy states. We will there-
fore focus on out-of-equilibrium dynamics in our analysis
below.

To calculate the dynamics of a quantum system, we
usually need to compute a time-evolution operation,
which is expressed in terms of the Hamiltonian of the
system, H. For Hamiltonians that are the sum of terms
acting on different parts of the system Hl, the time evolu-
tion operator can be broken up via a Trotter decomposi-
tion as exp(−iHδt/~) =

∏
l exp(−iHlδt/~)+O(δt2) with

time-step δt. In practice, higher-order Suzuki-Trotter or
other expansions are used [53]. The result is a time evo-
lution with controlled error [54–57].

The ultimate constraint on classical methods for
generic time evolution is that the state space occu-
pied in quantum quench dynamics grows exponentially
in time. State-of-the art methods for compressing the
state in order to compute quantum dynamics with con-
trolled approximations and errors are based on ten-
sor network techniques (including time-dependent Den-
sity Matrix Renormalisation Group, Projected Entangled
Pair States, and a variety of other configurations) [58–
60]. These methods serve to compress the representation
of the state from an exponentially large number of co-
efficients into a smaller, tractable representation. This
works well when the time-evolving state has limited lev-
els of quantum entanglement [61], and these methods are
often excellent for computing low-energy states or near-

equilibrium dynamics, especially in 1D systems with lo-
cal interactions, where we expect the entanglement to
be small [58–60]. They are also the best methods avail-
able for general non-equilibrium dynamics on classical
computers. However, as noted above, for a general time
evolution, rapidly growing entanglement still leads to an
exponentially growing computational cost of the calcula-
tion.

III. QUANTUM SIMULATORS

Through direct implementation on quantum hardware,
quantum simulators avoid the potential for exponential
scaling in memory, and the time cost associated with ma-
nipulating or sampling this. The runtime cost of the com-
putation could still be substantial (and even maybe ex-
ponential in some cases), especially for finding the lowest
energy states, but for time evolution starting from a large
class of initial states, the runtime cost can be reduced to
a low order polynomial in the duration of the evolution,
both on analogue and digital quantum simulators.

A. Analogue Quantum Simulators

In an analogue quantum simulator [11], the system is
capable of implementing specific classes of models, and
is engineered to implement a chosen model with well-
calibrated parameters. The lowest energy state could
then be found e.g., by starting from a simple, well con-
trolled Hamiltonian and a well defined initial state of the
system and then blending over very slowly to the more
complex Hamiltonian. This approach is akin to the con-
cept of an Adiabatic Quantum Computer (AQC) [62],
but in a restricted sense, as one typically cannot control
all degrees of freedom of the system to realise a univer-
sal AQC. We note that depending on the Hamiltonian,
although a quantum simulator avoids exponential scal-
ing for memory requirements, the runtime for producing
lowest energy states adiabatically can still scale expo-
nentially with the system size – in fact finding a ground
state is at least as difficult as running an arbitrary quan-
tum computation [63]. Simulation of dynamics out-of-
equilibrium involve engineering the initial state, and then
evolving the system under the Hamiltonian that has been
engineered, with a linear cost in time because we directly
observe the native time evolution.

The limitations of analogue quantum simulation can
be grouped into two parts. Firstly, we only have ac-
cess to models for which we can realise the Hamiltonian
directly in the analogue simulator. Secondly, without
error correction these systems are susceptible in gen-
eral to calibration errors (including imperfectly imple-
mented Hamiltonians, parameter calibration), as well as
decoherence and noise. However, both the Hamiltonian
and decoherence and noise processes can be determined
from first principles, allowing us to diagnose errors in
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current experiments either in terms of the many-body
state, or on a practical level, in correlation functions
that we would measure in experiments. Furthermore, one
can estimate calibration errors directly from Hamiltonian
learning techniques, which we will discuss below. One
can similarly estimate errors due to initial state prepara-
tion and measurement techniques.

There are general arguments that especially for local
models, the growth of errors due to imperfect calibration
can be bounded, making analogue quantum simulation
quantitatively reliable to an accuracy of a similar level
as the calibration errors themselves [64]. The ultimate
limit for analogue quantum simulation is then set by the
decoherence timescale, which provides an upper bound
on the timescale on which we can controllably observe
coherent quantum dynamics. But this is generally well
beyond the timescales accessible in classical calculations,
allowing for regimes of practical quantum advantage to
be achieved.

B. Fault-tolerant digital quantum simulators

Many of the algorithms used on a classical computer
can be modified for use on a fault-tolerant digital quan-
tum computer, and vice-versa [33]. This includes a range
of methods calculating lowest energy states that can be
adapted, as well as time evolution methods - includ-
ing those based around Suzuki-Trotter decompositions
of the time evolution, as described above [53]. The great
strength of digital quantum simulators is the possibility
to realise any desired Hamiltonian of the system [65, 66],
providing opportunities to study wide-ranging models
with no need to engineer this directly in the laboratory.
While algorithms to prepare complex low-energy states
could still scale exponentially in time, evolving a pre-
pared initial state could be performed to arbitrary ac-
curacy with a polynomially growing cost. Specifically,
with decoherence, noise, and most calibration errors sup-
pressed, the residual errors in computing time evolu-
tion would be model calibration errors from the non-zero
Trotter timestep [32, 54, 55], which can be made arbi-
trarily small by increasing the length of the computation
polynomially. There is a range of further methods be-
yond Trotter decompositions that provide more efficient
convergence with the error tolerance, which can be im-
plemented on fault tolerant digital quantum computers
[67–70], giving fault-tolerant devices a clear advantage
for the high-accuracy calculations needed, e.g., for many
applications in quantum chemistry.

The catch is that in practice, algorithms to compute
the time evolution would require a long calculation on
a large fault-tolerant quantum computer. As with other
fault-tolerant quantum computations, this comes with an
overhead for error correction based on the gate fidelities,
with a tremendous overhead in the number of required
qubits and runtime to implement quantum error correc-
tion. We will give quantitative estimates of the number of

gates required to reach the regime of quantum advantage
in the next section.

IV. PRACTICAL QUANTUM ADVANTAGE IN
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL QUANTUM

SIMULATION

We now address the question of quantum advantage
and the present state-of-the-art. It is important to recog-
nise that the threshold for quantum advantage remains
moving target as classical algorithms continuously im-
prove. Even for fully fault-tolerant digital quantum com-
puting, where we have an exponential scaling advantage
both for quantum simulation and other algorithms such
as Shor’s algorithm for factoring, there is no complex-
ity proof that this advantage must hold for all future
classical algorithms. However, we can make clear robust
comparisons to well established classical algorithms, and
have good general arguments, including both factoring
and the simulation of general complex quantum dynam-
ics, that it is an extraordinarily difficult task to produce
an exponential improvement in the scaling of known clas-
sical algorithms. It is very unlikely that for general time
evolution in quantum many-body systems, we will over-
come the exponential scaling of classical calculations, as
noted above.

Demonstrating a genuine practical quantum advantage
then requires (A) showing that a quantum simulator can
generate a reliable solution for a relevant problem be-
yond the bounds of classical simulation (with controlled
errors), and (B) implementing techniques to verify or
quantify the accuracy of a quantum simulation when it is
operating beyond the capabilities of current classical sim-
ulations. This is the process undertaken in NISQ systems
such as that of Google [9] and USTC [10], to demonstrate
quantum primacy.

To illustrate this, we consider a dynamical evolution
in which system parameters are abruptly adjusted (e.g.,
a quench) and the subsequent evolution of the system is
tracked, which gives us the clearest comparison to state-
of-the-art classical simulations as noted above. We take
the example of a 2D Hubbard model with 10x10 lattice
sites and 100 particles. We choose this size, as simulat-
ing dynamics for the time it would take particles to cross
from one side of the system to the other is significantly
beyond the capabilities of current classical simulators.
We will compare the calibration requirements to reach
errors below a few percent for analogue quantum simula-
tors, and then identify the size requirements to match the
accuracy of these analogue simulations on a fault-tolerant
digital quantum computer. Finally, we will also consider
the question of how to verify the solution in analogue
hardware without fault-tolerance.

Practical quantum advantage in quantum simulation
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FIG. 2. Quantum advantage of quantum simulators
over classical simulation. A future fault-tolerant digital
quantum simulation will be able to compute dynamics with
very small errors, controlled by the method for implement-
ing the time evolution calculation (e.g. timestep errors in
a Trotter decomposition). While analogue quantum simu-
lation is affected over time by decoherence and propagation
of calibration errors, these build up much more slowly than
for the best available classical simulation, where once their
limits are reached, errors will typically grow exponentially.
To illustrate this, we use classical calculations for the er-
rors in single-particle correlations

∑20
n=1〈ĉ

†
10↑ĉn↑〉/20 arising

for quench dynamics a 1D Hubbard model (see Box 2) for
U/J = 1 and 20 sites, starting from half filling of each spin
component, alternating on even and odd sites. (Blue) Single
site time-dependent variational principle time-evolution using
Matrix Product States with bond dimension D = 64 [58], as a
demonstration of typical truncation errors from these classi-
cal methods relative to exact calculations, which are necessary
for longer times and system sizes. (Red) Analogue simulation
with calibration errors of 1% (error bars show the standard
error from sampling a Gaussian distribution of Hamiltonian
parameters). (Yellow) Digital simulation with a second order
Trotter decomposition with a time-step Jδt = 1/8.

A. Illustration of the regime of first practical
quantum advantage for analogue and digital

quantum simulators

Considering Hubbard model quench dynamics, we first
identify the growth of errors based on comparison with
classical simulations at short times. We give illustrative
comparisons between classical simulations, and analogue
and digital quantum simulators in Fig. 2. Once the ca-
pabilities of classical methods to represent the state of
the quantum system reach the maximum computational
capacity, errors in tracking the dynamics grow exponen-
tially - measured either by the fidelity with which the
state is represented, or the errors in estimates of mea-
surable correlation functions. In contrast, for analogue
quantum simulators we can determine an error budget,
and find that errors are dominated by imperfect calibra-
tion and grow slowly and polynomially in time, as shown
in Fig. 2. A 10x10 Hubbard model can be implemented
in existing experiments [21], and the slow build-up of

errors shown in Fig. 2 extends to 2D systems (see the
supplementary material for further technical details of
this comparison), so that calibration errors on the level
of 1% provide reliable quantum simulation of dynamics
(with errors below the percent level) [64, 71]. At longer
times, the ultimate limit to the timescale for reliable cal-
culation is decoherence, but for present experiments our
example 10x10 lattice models with evolution times up to
time T = 10~/J are clearly attainable.

In this sense, following the analysis of Ref. [71], we con-
clude that present experiments with cold atoms already
operate in a regime of quantum advantage over state-of-
the-art classical algorithms, for those models that can
be natively implemented. We can make similar argu-
ments for other quantum simulation platforms with well-
controlled microscopic error and decoherence sources, in-
cluding trapped ions [16, 17] and neutral atom arrays
with Rydberg excitations [20, 72].

A truly fault-tolerant digital quantum computer
would have only residual errors associated with Trotter
timesteps, which are also shown in Fig. 2. The challenge
is in building a large enough system of this kind. For our
10x10 Hubbard system evolving up to T = 10~/J , we
would require a minimum of 200 error-corrected logical
qubits to store the system states, and over one million er-
ror corrected gate operations. To arrive at this number,
we assume a Trotter decomposition for the time evolu-
tion, and allow timesteps as large as possible [54, 55]
while matching the accuracy of the analogue quantum
simulator for this problem, which is just below 1/J (so
we take 1/J as our timestep for these estimates). This
is extrapolated to keep the error in most observables to
less than 1% over the time evolution. As described in
the supplementary material, for these fixed, relatively
large errors, Trotter decompositions are the most efficient
available methods for systems with local interactions, and
other methods that perform better in the limit of vanish
error are less efficient here. The number of operations
is then minimised by a 4th-order evolution [73], which
we decompose into two-qubit gates with arbitrary con-
nectivity (see the supplementary information for further
details). We then require 2.6 × 105 2-qubit CNOT gates
and 105 rotation gates to implement this time evolution,
with the gate counts minimised by using ca. 20 further
ancilla qubits [56, 57]. As the error budget is entirely
used up in the Trotter error, we would then need to exe-
cute these gates to better than one part in 107, which is
beyond all available NISQ hardware. To implement this
on a fault-tolerant device we would need to decompose
the rotations as ca. 30 fault tolerant T-gates per rotation,
leading to the total of over 1 million gates (ca. 5 million
for inhomogeneous systems).

The number of physical qubits required to implement
this would depend on the fidelity of the physical digital
gate operations, but near the threshold fidelity for digi-
tal quantum computing, would presently require several
million physical qubits. In a digital NISQ machine, at
the very least, many more gates operations would be re-

Practical quantum advantage in quantum simulation
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quired to trade off time-step errors in a simulation for
gate errors, and obtaining errors of < 1% is beyond all
presently available digital quantum computers.

For these quantum simulation problems, the hardware
requirements for fault-tolerant digital systems are very
demanding, and will require substantial further break-
throughs in development. But these systems bring a high
pay-off in the flexibility of models that can be studied,
and the applications, e.g., to broad classes of materi-
als science and quantum chemistry problems once this
is achieved, with the models unconstrained by what we
can build physically in the laboratory.

B. Verification of quantum simulation

Based on an error budget above, we concluded that
current analogue systems can already operate in a regime
of quantum advantage. But the next step for experiments
will be to verify the simulation being performed when
it is beyond the bounds of classical simulation, i.e. in
a regime where verification of the quantum device by
direct comparison with classical computations is a priori
not possible [74, 77]. Verification is also made difficult
by the exponential scaling of the classical problem: direct
verification on the level of the many-body quantum state,
e.g. using techniques such as quantum state tomography,
will similarly face the challenge of being exponentially
costly.

A first method of verification in the regime of quantum
advantage is cross-platform verification [74, 78]. This in-
volves building two or more quantum devices, possibly on
different platforms and employing different encodings of
the many-body problem, but solving the same quantum
task. By comparison we can gain confidence and build
trust into the results predicted by the quantum devices.
The situation is reminiscent of what we encounter when
we want to verify the proper operation of atomic clocks
operating today on the unprecedented level of 10−18 ac-
curacy: we build several clocks, and we compare them.
For two quantum simulators, such a comparison of pre-
dictions is readily performed by when we are interested in
simple few-body expectation values that we can tabulate,
e.g. properties of quantum materials. Cross-platform
verification becomes challenging again when we wish to
compare quantum simulation on the level of the full quan-
tum many-body state, where – as remarked above – this
comparison has an exponential overhead. There is an
answer for this problem, although it is far from realisa-
tion with present technologies: instead of comparing the
quantum states on a classical level, we employ quantum
communication, i.e. teleportation of the quantum state
[4] of the first simulator to the second to perform such a
comparison.

However, quantum simulation offers another intriguing
route to ensure the proper functioning of a quantum de-
vice via the approach of Hamiltonian learning [74–76, 79–
81]. In analogue simulation a Hamiltonian H is specified

as the design goal to be implemented, and its implemen-
tation on the quantum device allows preparation of de-
sired quantum states. Verification of quantum simulation
via Hamiltonian learning takes the approach of “learn-
ing” the Hamiltonian back from the quantum device by
making appropriate measurements on the quantum state
stored in the quantum simulator. Comparing the design
goal and reconstructed Hamiltonian provides an assess-
ment of errors and functionality. Remarkably, this pro-
cedure is efficient, having only polynomial overhead, and
thus also applies in the regime of quantum advantage.
The key observation is that Hamiltonians of quantum
many-body physics, and thus in quantum simulation only
consists of a small number of terms. This is illustrated
in Box 2 for the Hubbard model, where the parameter J
characterises hopping of particles between adjacent sites,
and U represents on-site interactions; and there is no
other terms such as off-site interactions. Learning the
Hamiltonian, instead of the quantum state, thus requires
only determination of a small number of parameters in
a tomographic reconstruction of the Hamiltonian. Hence
the efficiency and potential scaling to the regime of quan-
tum advantage. Box 3 provides an example of Hamil-
tonian learning and verification for the Hubbard model
in non-equilibrium dynamics. The idea of Hamiltonian
learning and verification is also readily applied to digital
quantum simulation.

V. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES FOR
PROGRAMMABLE QUANTUM SIMULATORS

We will now give a brief perspective on the develop-
ment of programmable quantum simulators. In the case
of analogue simulators, by the term “programmable”, we
highlight that the level of control is now such that in a
variety of platforms we can realise a class of Hamiltonians
with local control over parameters, as well as single-site
resolved measurement, and typically local spin rotations.
These are not universal, but already scale to large parti-
cle numbers for models that can be realised natively. In
the future, we expect that fault-tolerant digital quantum
simulators will give access to an even broader class of
problems, but this requires further investment and hard-
ware development. In the medium term, an exciting di-
rection is to combine ideas from analogue and digital
simulation, using the full programmability of analogue
devices to implement NISQ algorithms, especially with
variational approaches.

A. Analogue Quantum Simulators

In recent years, analogue quantum simulation has al-
ready begun to shed light on a wide range of scien-
tific problems with lattice and spin models, across all
of the platforms noted in Box 1. Some very recent exam-
ples include the exploration of out-of-equilibrium dynam-
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Box 3: Example of Verification by Hamiltonian Learning
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<latexit sha1_base64="XQk6S5B05Ur6RBIvra8/eJx+8CU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYFE8laSCerPgxWMF+4FtKJvNpF262Q27G6GU/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDnTxvO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1DJTFBtUcqnaIdHImcCGYYZjO1VIkpBjKxzeTv3WEyrNpHgwoxSDhPQFixklxkqPVArr9jG66ZXKXsWbwV0mfk7KkKPeK311I0mzBIWhnGjd8b3UBGOiDKMcJ8VupjEldEj62LFUkAR1MJ5dPHFPrRK5sVS2hHFn6u+JMUm0HiWh7UyIGehFbyr+53UyE18HYybSzKCg80Vxxl0j3en7bsQUUsNHlhCqmL3VpQOiCDU2pKINwV98eZk0qxX/snJxXy3XzvI4CnAMJ3AOPlxBDe6gDg2gIOAZXuHN0c6L8+58zFtXnHzmCP7A+fwBk2uQxA==</latexit>

converged?
<latexit sha1_base64="x+gQ1VKACenWdCruq7oVZrJTxJQ=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSDSsyAwm6pLEjUtM5JEwhNzpXKCh05m0HRNC+AU3/oobFxrj1p07/8YOsFDwJG1Ozrm3vfcEieDauO63k1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0dNHaeKYYPFIlbtADQKLrFhuBHYThRCFAhsBaObzG89oNI8lvdmnGA3goHkfc7AWKlXLPsy5jJEaajP7I2KywGNEHSqMJrJPg3BQK9YcivuDHSVeAtSIgvUe8UvP4xZmr3BBGjd8dzEdCegDGcCpwU/1ZgAG8EAO5ZKiFB3J7ONpvTMKiHtx8oeO8NM/d0xgUjrcRTYygjMUC97mfif10lN/7o74TJJDUo2/6ifCmpimsVDQ66QGTG2BJjidlbKhqCA2WR0wYbgLa+8SprVindZubirlmrnizjy5ISckjLxyBWpkVtSJw3CyCN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352NemnMWPcfkD5zPH62xnXM=</latexit>

measurement
data

<latexit sha1_base64="WAspWVeQuCxkkYVRAM6mv4Ogm20=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhiURUxVUmRgLESC2OR6ENqospxndaqY0e2g1SqfgELv8LCAEKszGz8DW6bAVqOZOvonHvte0+UcqaN5307K6tr6xubha3i9s7u3r57cNjUMlOENojkUrUjrClngjYMM5y2U0VxEnHaiobXU791T5VmUtyZUUrDBPcFixnBxkpdtxwIyUSPCoMCYm+qmOgjIoU2KiMGYaGxeei6Ja/izYCWiZ+TEuSod92voCdJltgXCcdad3wvNeEYK8MIp5NikGmaYjLEfdqxVOCE6nA8W2eCylbpoVgqe+xcM/V3xxgnWo+SyFYm2Az0ojcV//M6mYmvwjETaWaoIPOP4owjI9E0G9RjihLDR5ZgopidFZEBVpjYWHTRhuAvrrxMmtWKf1E5v62Waqd5HAU4hhM4Ax8uoQY3UIcGEHiEZ3iFN+fJeXHenY956YqT9xzBHzifPx2anLM=</latexit>

construct ansatz

<latexit sha1_base64="amsvg3UUnuXZT8JpfnRgaWKrD7w=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPiKexGUI8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWye1YiaZGfXLFb/qz4FWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYEiqaDSEo6N6QZ+YsMMa8sIp9NSLzU0wWSMh7TrqMSCmjCbXztFZ04ZoFhpV9Kiufp7IsPCmImIXKfAdmSWvZn4n9dNbXwTZkwmqaWSLBbFKUdWodnraMA0JZZPHMFEM3crIiOsMbEuoJILIVh+eZW0atXgqnp5X6vUz/M4inACp3ABAVxDHe6gAU0g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9Fa8PKZY/gD7/MHtGKPIQ==</latexit>

finish

<latexit sha1_base64="GpMEjbmuEEG+vpkgISWgaPEsdLg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0kqqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Io/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHkyXoR3QoecgZNVZ6yFD3yxW36s5BVomXkwrkaPTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4E6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLU/mZ86JWdWGZAwVrakIXP198SERlpnUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSEN/6EyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5sMuEJmRGYJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbAje8surpFWrelfVy/tapX6ex1GEEziFC/DgGupwBw1oAoMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH3PsjdM=</latexit>

yes

<latexit sha1_base64="nixztfpOao2+AjhQn4N0kznR1dA=">AAAB6XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIviqexWUI8FLx6r2A9ol5JNs21oNlmSrFCW/gMvHhTx6j/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61jEo1ZU2qhNKdkBgmuGRNy61gnUQzEoeCtcPx7cxvPzFtuJKPdpKwICZDySNOiXXSg1T9csWrenPgVeLnpAI5Gv3yV2+gaBozaakgxnR9L7FBRrTlVLBpqZcalhA6JkPWdVSSmJkgm186xWdOGeBIaVfS4rn6eyIjsTGTOHSdMbEjs+zNxP+8bmqjmyDjMkktk3SxKEoFtgrP3sYDrhm1YuIIoZq7WzEdEU2odeGUXAj+8surpFWr+lfVy/tapX6ex1GEEziFC/DhGupwBw1oAoUInuEV3tAYvaB39LFoLaB85hj+AH3+AJ4+jVU=</latexit>

no

<latexit sha1_base64="bbDtuwV0owcZoeljxvNBP/JzNl0=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsCh1U2asqBuh4KY7K9gHdMqQSTPT0CQzJBmhDPMhbvwVNy4UceNC8G9MHwttvXDJ4Zxzyb0nSBhV2nG+raXlldW19cJGcXNre2fX3ttvqTiVmDRxzGLZCZAijArS1FQz0kkkQTxgpB0Mb8Z6+4FIRWNxr0cJ6XEUCRpSjLShfLvqDZDO6nnZC2LWVyNunizKT+E19FTKfQoj0xOTd8tJhHKf+nbJqTiTgovAnYESmFXDtz+9foxTToTGDCnVdZ1E9zIkNcWM5EUvVSRBeIgi0jVQIE5UL5scl8Njw/RhGEvTQsMJ+3siQ1yN9zZOjvRAzWtj8j+tm+rwqpdRkaSaCDz9KEwZ1DEcJwX7VBKs2cgAhCU1u0I8QBJhbfIsmhDc+ZMXQeus4l5UqnfnpdrJLI4COARHoAxccAlqoA4aoAkweATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUytS9Zs5gD8KevrB8GoobQ=</latexit>

Ĥ(g) =
X

i

gi⌦̂i

<latexit sha1_base64="50WQc0Rv9UeBH3Kq5rLyuRzngA0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwaK4KkkFdVlw47KCfUAbymR60w6dTOLMRCih4MZfceNCEbf+hDv/xkmahbYeuHA4596Ze48fc6a043xbS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq69t99SUSIpNGnEI9nxiQLOBDQ10xw6sQQS+hza/vg689sPIBWLxJ2exOCFZChYwCjRRurbh2qiNIQ4CnD2BJEY7pPcU3274lSdHHiRuAWpoAKNvv3VG0Q0CUFoyolSXdeJtZcSqRnlMC33EgUxoWMyhK6hgoSgvDS/YYpPjDLAQSRNCY1z9fdESkKlJqFvOkOiR2rey8T/vG6igysvZSJONAg6+yhIONYRzgLBAyaBaj4xhFDJzK6YjogkVJvYyiYEd/7kRdKqVd2L6vltrVI/LeIooSN0jM6Qiy5RHd2gBmoiih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+z1iWrmDlAf2B9/gAscJfH</latexit>

system of linear equations
<latexit sha1_base64="6ZsgTgQQ1940+MSKGYriHwbGC74=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNtCiuyoyKuhEKbtwIFewD2qFkMpk2NJMMSUYow6zd+CtuXCji1i9w59+YaWdhWw+EHM65l3vv8WNGlXacH2thcWl5ZbW0Vl7f2Nzatnd2m0okEpMGFkzIto8UYZSThqaakXYsCYp8Rlr+8Cb3W49EKir4gx7FxItQn9OQYqSN1LMP7mDXFyxQo8h8aT+D11OCn/XsilN1xoDzxC1IBRSo9+zvbiBwEhGuMUNKdVwn1l6KpKaYkazcTRSJER6iPukYylFElJeOT8ngkVECGAppHtdwrP7tSFGk8tVMZYT0QM16ufif10l0eOWllMeJJhxPBoUJg1rAPBcYUEmwZiNDEJbU7ArxAEmEtUmvbEJwZ0+eJ83TqntRPbs/r9SOizhKYB8cghPggktQA7egDhoAgyfwAt7Au/VsvVof1uekdMEqevbAFKyvX2vJmqo=</latexit>

Mg = b

<latexit sha1_base64="Q0EDrInoH3VzucSz6bUObEd9hTo=">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</latexit>

gopt = argmin
g

kMg � bk2

<latexit sha1_base64="ngHWf6nFT3+cYA3bOjzWJ1nGq9w=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgUV2WmgoqrghuXFewD2qFk0jttaDIZkoxQhoK/4saFIm79Dnf+jWk7C209EDiccw/35oQJZ9p43rdTWFldW98obpa2tnd299z9g6aWqaLQoJJL1Q6JBs5iaBhmOLQTBUSEHFrh6Hbqtx5BaSbjBzNOIBBkELOIUWKs1HOPZGKYIBxTCZGVGcRG3/TcslfxZsDLxM9JGeWo99yvbl/SVNg05UTrju8lJsiIMoxymJS6qYaE0BEZQMfSmAjQQTY7f4JPrdLHkVT2xQbP1N+JjAitxyK0k4KYoV70puJ/Xic10XWQsThJDcR0vihKOTYST7vAfaaAGj62hFDF7K2YDoki1NjGSrYEf/HLy6RZrfiXlYv7arl2ltdRRMfoBJ0jH12hGrpDddRAFGXoGb2iN+fJeXHenY/5aMHJM4foD5zPH15Ylak=</latexit>

optimal coe�cients:

<latexit sha1_base64="m0D55ZqEQ6zgc39PlqtlBb5yky4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYVKCyVEmRgLESC2OR6ENqqspxblqrjhPZDiJE/QAWfoWFAYRY+QA2/ga3zQAtR7J0dO65ts/xYs6Utu1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23VJRICk0a8Uh2PKKAMwFNzTSHTiyBhB6Htje6mszbdyAVi8StTmPohWQgWMAo0Ubql8ouBaFBMjHAYeSzIMUVuNcg/FPXxUQooh+My67aU+BF4uSkjHI0+qUv149oEpqbKSdKdR071r2MSM0oh3HRTRTEhI7IALqGChKC6mXTMGN8bBQfB5E0R2g8VX9vZCRUKg094wyJHqr52UT8b9ZNdHDZy5iIExOPzh4KEo51hCfNYJ9JoJqnhhAqmfkrpkMiCTX1qKIpwZmPvEhatapzXj27qZXrJ3kdBXSIjlAFOegC1dE1aqAmougRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/Uxsy5Z+c4B+gPr8wdd+ZsY</latexit>

modify (extend)
ansatz

<latexit sha1_base64="Rf4oQLCc/Ub27/fgLBcu1D8YYs4=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsCi6KTMV1GXBjcsK9gGdoWTS2zY0kwxJRhhLv8GNv+LGhSJuXbnzb0zbWWjrgcDh3HOTnBMlnGnjed/O0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s+vu7Te0TBWFOpVcqlZENHAmoG6Y4dBKFJA44tCMhteTefMelGZS3JksgTAmfcF6jBJjpY57FlAQBhQTfUwE4dkDYAVUCm1USieeIMCglFQdt+SVvSnwIvFzUkI5ah33K+hKmsb2fsqJ1m3fS0w4IsowymFcDFINCaFD0oe2pYLEoMPRNNIYH1uli3tS2SMMnqq/N0Yk1jqLI+uMiRno+dlE/G/WTk3vKhwxkaQGBJ091Es5NhJP+sFdZuMbnllCqGL2r5gOiCLUlqSLtgR/PvIiaVTK/kX5/LZSqp7kdRTQITpCp8hHl6iKblAN1RFFj+gZvaI358l5cd6dj5l1ycl3DtAfOJ8/cwiegg==</latexit>

analyze reconstruction
error

<latexit sha1_base64="pfzdnVE4SLEj6kKEBb2kE6rUlK8=">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</latexit>

✏ = kMgopt � bk2

<latexit sha1_base64="f9W/1MCLqIqJCM6kuKdlue2s2zQ=">AAAB+nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+tXr0EiyKp7JbQT0WvNRbBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLklVK7U/x4kERr/4Sb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiqXDlo4SRWiTRDxSnQBrypmkTcMMp51YUSwCTtvB+Cb12w9UaRbJezOJqS/wULKQEWys1C+WbmWcGFTHgnETSYatVnYr7hxolXgZKUOGRr/41RtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY0/xcowwums0Es0jTEZ4yHtWiqxoNqfzk+foVOrDFAYKVvSoLn6e2KKhdYTEdhOgc1IL3up+J/XTUx47U9Z+h2VZLEoTDgyEUpzQAOmKDF8YgkmitlbERlhhYmxaRVsCN7yy6ukVa14l5WLu2q5dpbFkYdjOIFz8OAKalCHBjSBwCM8wyu8OU/Oi/PufCxac042cwR/4Hz+ADXHk+M=</latexit>

Input Hamiltonian

<latexit sha1_base64="Qdzwt9BqdVIM3lG3S1/YIqadq7s=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1TLNYFCswm4EtQzYWEYwD0hCuDu5SYbMziwzs4EQUtj4KzYWitj6EXb+jZNHoYkHBg7n3MOde6JEcGOD4NtbW9/Y3NrO7GR39/YPDv2j46pRqWZYYUooXY/AoOASK5ZbgfVEI8SRwFo0uJ36tSFqw5V8sKMEWzH0JO9yBtZJbT8XI5hUc9mjQjEQVEUG9RBc3rT9fFAIZqCrJFyQPFmg3Pa/mh3F0hilZQKMaYRBYltj0JYzgZNsMzWYABtADxuOSojRtMazIyb0zCkd2lXaPWnpTP2dGENszCiO3GQMtm+Wvan4n9dIbfemNeYySS1KNl/UTQW1ik4boR2ukVkxcgSY5u6vlPVBA7Out6wrIVw+eZVUi4XwqnB5X8yXzhd1ZEiOnJILEpJrUiJ3pEwqhJFH8kxeyZv35L14797HfHTNW2ROyB94nz8gQ5hR</latexit>

measuring local observables

<latexit sha1_base64="/b0bBWtIiChD8eMPmpYLjqVy3es=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrxqOXwaB4CrsR1GPAS25GMA9IQpidzCZD5rHM9Iphya948aCIV3/Em3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHeFseAWfP/bW1vf2Nzazu3kd/f2Dw4LR8Wm1YmhrEG10KYdEssEV6wBHARrx4YRGQrWCse3M7/1yIzlWj3AJGY9SYaKR5wScFK/ULxLIE4A14jkArTixIklv+zPgVdJkJESylDvF766A00TyRRQQaztBH4MvZQY4FSwab6bWBYTOiZD1nFUEclsL53fPsVnThngSBtXCvBc/T2REmntRIauUxIY2WVvJv7ndRKIbnopV+47puhiUZQIDBrPgsADbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXFx5F0Kw/PIqaVbKwVX58r5Sqp5nceTQCTpFFyhA16iKaqiOGoiiJ/SMXtGbN/VevHfvY9G65mUzx+gPvM8fJtaUbg==</latexit>

Output Hamiltonian

<latexit sha1_base64="dTNO8970gaRNVc0IwIXa5hyeImY=">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</latexit>

Ĥ(gopt) =
X

i

gopti ⌦̂i

<latexit sha1_base64="v4ZpDwe/iscwjW2U9ITgK6g5c3A=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVpqsRgUG8NdBBWrgCgpI5gPSELY25skS3bvjt09MRxpbPwrNhaK2Pof7Pw3bpIrNPHBwOO9GWbmeRFnSjvOt5VZWFxaXsmu5tbWNza37O2dmgpjSaFKQx7KhkcUcBZAVTPNoRFJIMLjUPcGV2O/fg9SsTC408MI2oL0AtZllGgjdez96wciIg6X+AakYCfl2POI9LEIfeAdO+8UnAnwPHFTkkcpKh37q+WHNBYQaMqJUk3XiXQ7IVIzymGUa8UKIkIHpAdNQwMiQLWTyRcjfGgUH3dDaSrQeKL+nkiIUGooPNMpiO6rWW8s/uc1Y929aCcsiGINAZ0u6sYc6xCPI8E+k0A1HxpCqGTmVkz7RBKqTXA5E4I7+/I8qRUL7lnh9LaYLx2lcWTRHjpAx8hF56iEyqiCqoiiR/SMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx7Q1Y6Uzu+gPrM8fgjiX3A==</latexit>

Example: Fermi-Hubbard model

<latexit sha1_base64="IrJO1MsyHhR4Vw9Yu4qx4P/XnKM=">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</latexit>

Ĥ = �J
X
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index m

<latexit sha1_base64="wf3e5CVZQPUii2XbEjCq1aVF4pM=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1VwFSYl1GyEghtxVcHUQhvKZDpph04mYWYilNCFX+BWv8CduPVT/AD/w2lawYoeuHA4517uvSdMOVMaoQ+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7lX3D9oqySShPkl4IjshVpQzQX3NNKedVFIch5zehePLmX93T6ViibjVk5QGMR4KFjGCtZH8a3gBnX61hmzXrXtuAyIbOS7yvILUG44HHRsVqIEFWv3qZ2+QkCymQhOOleo6KNVBjqVmhNNppZcpmmIyxkPaNVTgmKogL46dwlOjDGCUSFNCw0L9OZHjWKlJHJrOGOuR+u3NxL+8bqYjL8iZSDNNBZkvijIOdQJnn8MBk5RoPjEEE8nMrZCMsMREm3yWtoQSj6memly+n4f/k3bddhp2/catNU8WCZXBETgGZ8AB56AJrkAL+IAABh7BE3i2HqwX69V6m7eWrMXMIViC9f4FMxSWKA==</latexit>

J = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="/L8AAk87vrGucVN+ICJI7F5EZZY=">AAACA3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmahVchUkINRuh4MZlBdNWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0KVf4Fa/wJ249UP8AP/D6UOwogcuHM65l3vvCTPOpELow1hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHLZnmglCPpDwVnRBLyllCPcUUp51MUByHnLbD0dXUb99TIVma3KpxRoMYDxIWMYKVlu486Fcv/Sp0e5UaMh3Hdp06RCayHOS6M2LXLRdaJpqhBhZo9iqffj8leUwTRTiWsmuhTAUFFooRTidlP5c0w2SEB7SraYJjKoNidvAEnmmlD6NU6EoUnKk/JwocSzmOQ90ZYzWUv72p+JfXzVXkBgVLslzRhMwXRTmHKoXT72GfCUoUH2uCiWD6VkiGWGCidEZLW0KBR1RNdC7fz8P/Scs2rbpp3zi1xukioRI4BifgHFjgAjTANWgCDxAQg0fwBJ6NB+PFeDXe5q0rxmLmCCzBeP8Cd+uXXA==</latexit>

U=8

<latexit sha1_base64="WAspWVeQuCxkkYVRAM6mv4Ogm20=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhiURUxVUmRgLESC2OR6ENqospxndaqY0e2g1SqfgELv8LCAEKszGz8DW6bAVqOZOvonHvte0+UcqaN5307K6tr6xubha3i9s7u3r57cNjUMlOENojkUrUjrClngjYMM5y2U0VxEnHaiobXU791T5VmUtyZUUrDBPcFixnBxkpdtxwIyUSPCoMCYm+qmOgjIoU2KiMGYaGxeei6Ja/izYCWiZ+TEuSod92voCdJltgXCcdad3wvNeEYK8MIp5NikGmaYjLEfdqxVOCE6nA8W2eCylbpoVgqe+xcM/V3xxgnWo+SyFYm2Az0ojcV//M6mYmvwjETaWaoIPOP4owjI9E0G9RjihLDR5ZgopidFZEBVpjYWHTRhuAvrrxMmtWKf1E5v62Waqd5HAU4hhM4Ax8uoQY3UIcGEHiEZ3iFN+fJeXHenY956YqT9xzBHzifPx2anLM=</latexit>

construct ansatz
<latexit sha1_base64="bbDtuwV0owcZoeljxvNBP/JzNl0=">AAACHHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsCh1U2asqBuh4KY7K9gHdMqQSTPT0CQzJBmhDPMhbvwVNy4UceNC8G9MHwttvXDJ4Zxzyb0nSBhV2nG+raXlldW19cJGcXNre2fX3ttvqTiVmDRxzGLZCZAijArS1FQz0kkkQTxgpB0Mb8Z6+4FIRWNxr0cJ6XEUCRpSjLShfLvqDZDO6nnZC2LWVyNunizKT+E19FTKfQoj0xOTd8tJhHKf+nbJqTiTgovAnYESmFXDtz+9foxTToTGDCnVdZ1E9zIkNcWM5EUvVSRBeIgi0jVQIE5UL5scl8Njw/RhGEvTQsMJ+3siQ1yN9zZOjvRAzWtj8j+tm+rwqpdRkaSaCDz9KEwZ1DEcJwX7VBKs2cgAhCU1u0I8QBJhbfIsmhDc+ZMXQeus4l5UqnfnpdrJLI4COARHoAxccAlqoA4aoAkweATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUytS9Zs5gD8KevrB8GoobQ=</latexit>

Ĥ(g) =
X

i

gi⌦̂i

<latexit sha1_base64="s0csAWP/XcHgbk4SeNL8eTA2KyI=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYFC8GHajqMeAlxwjmAckMcxOepMhs7PLTK8QlvyGFw+KePVnvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXeXH0th0HW/nZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDYMFGiOdR5JCPd8pkBKRTUUaCEVqyBhb6Epj+6m/rNJ9BGROoBxzF0QzZQIhCcoZU68JheCFql2CtPeoWiW3JnoMvEy0iRZKj1Cl+dfsSTEBRyyYxpe26M3ZRpFFzCJN9JDMSMj9gA2pYqFoLpprObJ/TUKn0aRNqWQjpTf0+kLDRmHPq2M2Q4NIveVPzPaycY3HZToeIEQfH5oiCRFCM6DYD2hQaOcmwJ41rYWykfMs042pjyNgRv8eVl0iiXvOvS5f1VsXKWxZEjx+SEnBOP3JAKqZIaqRNOYvJMXsmbkzgvzrvzMW9dcbKZI/IHzucPszWQvA==</latexit> e�
iH

t 2

<latexit sha1_base64="LfXG0rzIGTXXLL28YaIMpMk0XUg=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPixbCroh4DXnKMYB6QrGF2MkmGzM4uM71CWPIbXjwo4tWf8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gYaJEM15nkYx0K6CGS6F4HQVK3oo1p2EgeTMY3U395hPXRkTqAccx90M6UKIvGEUrdfhjei5IlWDXm3SLJbfszkCWiZeREmSodYtfnV7EkpArZJIa0/bcGP2UahRM8kmhkxgeUzaiA962VNGQGz+d3TwhJ1bpkX6kbSkkM/X3REpDY8ZhYDtDikOz6E3F/7x2gv1bPxUqTpArNl/UTyTBiEwDID2hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtTAUbgrf48jJpXJS96/Ll/VWpcprFkYcjOIYz8OAGKlCFGtSBQQzP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox7w152Qzh/AHzucPsbCQuw==</latexit> e�
iH

t 1

<latexit sha1_base64="MuZoJFbv5fcI+kBbPBEFu2O5rlg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyKp5KoqMeCF48VjC20oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR7dRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrJ7/YTNL1qza27M5Bl4hWkBgWaveqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGfLTsiJVfokSrR9CslM/Z3IaWzMOA7tZExxaBa9qfif18kwuglyodIMuWLzj6JMEkzI9HLSF5ozlGNLKNPC7krYkGrK0PZTsSV4iycvk8fzundVv7i/rDVOizrKcATHcAYeXEMD7qAJPjAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz7moyWnyBzCHzifP+uYjq4=</latexit> ..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="MuZoJFbv5fcI+kBbPBEFu2O5rlg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyKp5KoqMeCF48VjC20oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR7dRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrJ7/YTNL1qza27M5Bl4hWkBgWaveqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGfLTsiJVfokSrR9CslM/Z3IaWzMOA7tZExxaBa9qfif18kwuglyodIMuWLzj6JMEkzI9HLSF5ozlGNLKNPC7krYkGrK0PZTsSV4iycvk8fzundVv7i/rDVOizrKcATHcAYeXEMD7qAJPjAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz7moyWnyBzCHzifP+uYjq4=</latexit> ..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="MuZoJFbv5fcI+kBbPBEFu2O5rlg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyKp5KoqMeCF48VjC20oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR7dRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrJ7/YTNL1qza27M5Bl4hWkBgWaveqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGfLTsiJVfokSrR9CslM/Z3IaWzMOA7tZExxaBa9qfif18kwuglyodIMuWLzj6JMEkzI9HLSF5ozlGNLKNPC7krYkGrK0PZTsSV4iycvk8fzundVv7i/rDVOizrKcATHcAYeXEMD7qAJPjAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz7moyWnyBzCHzifP+uYjq4=</latexit> ..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="MuZoJFbv5fcI+kBbPBEFu2O5rlg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyKp5KoqMeCF48VjC20oWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR7dRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrJ7/YTNL1qza27M5Bl4hWkBgWaveqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGfLTsiJVfokSrR9CslM/Z3IaWzMOA7tZExxaBa9qfif18kwuglyodIMuWLzj6JMEkzI9HLSF5ozlGNLKNPC7krYkGrK0PZTsSV4iycvk8fzundVv7i/rDVOizrKcATHcAYeXEMD7qAJPjAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz7moyWnyBzCHzifP+uYjq4=</latexit> ..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="ca53A3tXRGzreQ790qekKy2u57o=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5JoUY8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20OWh1YGGbesO9NmEph0HW/nNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyTTjPsskYnuhtRwKRT3UaDk3VRzGoeSd8LJ7dzvPHJtRKIecJryIKYjJSLBKFrJ7w8TNINqza27C5C/xCtIDQq0BtVPm2NZzBUySY3peW6KQU41Cib5rNLPDE8pm9AR71mqaMxNkC+WnZEzqwxJlGj7FJKF+jOR09iYaRzayZji2Kx6c/E/r5dhdBPkQqUZcsWWH0WZJJiQ+eVkKDRnKKeWUKaF3ZWwMdWUoe2nYkvwVk/+S9oXde+qfnnfqDUbRR1lOIFTOAcPrqEJd9ACHxgIeIIXeHWU8+y8Oe/L0ZJTZI7hF5yPb+/Ojrw=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="IrJO1MsyHhR4Vw9Yu4qx4P/XnKM=">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</latexit>

Ĥ = �J
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<latexit sha1_base64="ltFSn001RDDs6IlElzkeQJLwbvo=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1VwFSYh1GyEghuXFewD21Am00k7djIJMxOhhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtMKKnrgwuGce7n3njDlTGmEPqzSyura+kZ5s7K1vbO7V90/aKskk4S2SMIT2Q2xopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxyGknnFzO/c49lYol4kZPUxrEeCRYxAjWRrptD3J2N4MXEA2qNWR7nut7dYhs5HjI9wvi1h0fOjYqUANLNAfV9/4wIVlMhSYcK9VzUKqDHEvNCKezSj9TNMVkgke0Z6jAMVVBXlw8g6dGGcIokaaEhoX6fSLHsVLTODSdMdZj9dubi395vUxHfpAzkWaaCrJYFGUc6gTO34dDJinRfGoIJpKZWyEZY4mJNiFVTAhfn8L/Sdu1nbrtXnu1xskyjjI4AsfgDDjgHDTAFWiCFiBAgAfwBJ4tZT1aL9brorVkLWcOwQ9Yb5+4X5A3</latexit>

Vij = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="wf3e5CVZQPUii2XbEjCq1aVF4pM=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1VwFSYl1GyEghtxVcHUQhvKZDpph04mYWYilNCFX+BWv8CduPVT/AD/w2lawYoeuHA4517uvSdMOVMaoQ+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7lX3D9oqySShPkl4IjshVpQzQX3NNKedVFIch5zehePLmX93T6ViibjVk5QGMR4KFjGCtZH8a3gBnX61hmzXrXtuAyIbOS7yvILUG44HHRsVqIEFWv3qZ2+QkCymQhOOleo6KNVBjqVmhNNppZcpmmIyxkPaNVTgmKogL46dwlOjDGCUSFNCw0L9OZHjWKlJHJrOGOuR+u3NxL+8bqYjL8iZSDNNBZkvijIOdQJnn8MBk5RoPjEEE8nMrZCMsMREm3yWtoQSj6memly+n4f/k3bddhp2/catNU8WCZXBETgGZ8AB56AJrkAL+IAABh7BE3i2HqwX69V6m7eWrMXMIViC9f4FMxSWKA==</latexit>

J = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="/L8AAk87vrGucVN+ICJI7F5EZZY=">AAACA3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmahVchUkINRuh4MZlBdNWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0KVf4Fa/wJ249UP8AP/D6UOwogcuHM65l3vvCTPOpELow1hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHLZnmglCPpDwVnRBLyllCPcUUp51MUByHnLbD0dXUb99TIVma3KpxRoMYDxIWMYKVlu486Fcv/Sp0e5UaMh3Hdp06RCayHOS6M2LXLRdaJpqhBhZo9iqffj8leUwTRTiWsmuhTAUFFooRTidlP5c0w2SEB7SraYJjKoNidvAEnmmlD6NU6EoUnKk/JwocSzmOQ90ZYzWUv72p+JfXzVXkBgVLslzRhMwXRTmHKoXT72GfCUoUH2uCiWD6VkiGWGCidEZLW0KBR1RNdC7fz8P/Scs2rbpp3zi1xukioRI4BifgHFjgAjTANWgCDxAQg0fwBJ6NB+PFeDXe5q0rxmLmCCzBeP8Cd+uXXA==</latexit>

U=8

<latexit sha1_base64="zB/Mg52YEvNUgj0Lu9bkPLIrpjk=">AAACBnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWJS6GTLT0uqu4EZcVbAPaMeSSTNtbOZBkhHKMHu/wK1+gTtx62/4Af6HmbaCFT1w4XDOvdx7jxtxJhVCH8bS8srq2npuI7+5tb2zW9jbb8kwFoQ2SchD0XGxpJwFtKmY4rQTCYp9l9O2O77I/PY9FZKFwY2aRNTx8TBgHiNYaak37CfsLr1NSlenab9QRCayq3bNgsi07XMb2ZpU7AoqI2iZaIoimKPRL3z2BiGJfRoowrGUXQtFykmwUIxwmuZ7saQRJmM8pF1NA+xT6STTm1N4rJUB9EKhK1Bwqv6cSLAv5cR3daeP1Uj+9jLxL68bK+/MSVgQxYoGZLbIizlUIcwCgAMmKFF8ogkmgulbIRlhgYnSMS1scQUeU5Xl8v08/J+0bNOqmuXrSrF+Mk8oBw7BESgBC9RAHVyCBmgCAiLwCJ7As/FgvBivxtusdcmYzxyABRjvX9N4meg=</latexit>

g
(J)
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="ZEVbEfDPBe+nLNVFp+s3Z2bI38w=">AAACBnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waLUzZCZllZ3BTcuK9gHtGPJpJk2NvMgyQhlmL1f4Fa/wJ249Tf8AP/DTFvBih64cDjnXu69x404kwqhDyO3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcP2jKMBaEtEvJQdF0sKWcBbSmmOO1GgmLf5bTjTi4zv3NPhWRhcKOmEXV8PAqYxwhWWuqPBgm7S2+TcvssHRRLyER2za5bEJm2fWEjW5OqXUUVBC0TzVACCzQHxc/+MCSxTwNFOJayZ6FIOQkWihFO00I/ljTCZIJHtKdpgH0qnWR2cwpPtDKEXih0BQrO1J8TCfalnPqu7vSxGsvfXib+5fVi5Z07CQuiWNGAzBd5MYcqhFkAcMgEJYpPNcFEMH0rJGMsMFE6pqUtrsATqrJcvp+H/5O2bVo1s3JdLTVOFwnlwRE4BmVggTpogCvQBC1AQAQewRN4Nh6MF+PVeJu35ozFzCFYgvH+BeakmfQ=</latexit>

g
(V )
ij

<latexit sha1_base64="bIttSgkTBSaMDp6EJRndHXvsHZ4=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCh1EyZpaXVXcOOygmkLaSyT6bQdOnkwMxFKyNovcKtf4E7c+h1+gP/hpK1gRQ9cOJxzL/fe48ecSYXQh7Gyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O2zJKBKEOiXgkuj6WlLOQOoopTruxoDjwOe34k6vc79xTIVkU3qppTL0Aj0I2ZAQrLbmjfsqyu7TinGf9UhmZyK7bDQsi07YvbWRrUrNrqIqgZaIZymCBVr/02RtEJAloqAjHUroWipWXYqEY4TQr9hJJY0wmeERdTUMcUOmls5MzeKqVARxGQleo4Ez9OZHiQMpp4OvOAKux/O3l4l+em6jhhZeyME4UDcl80TDhUEUw/x8OmKBE8akmmAimb4VkjAUmSqe0tMUXeEJVnsv38/B/0rZNq25Wb2rl5tkioQI4BiegAizQAE1wDVrAAQRE4BE8gWfjwXgxXo23eeuKsZg5Aksw3r8AEuqZfw==</latexit>

g
(U)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="dxaQ4QPu9h6JgePxtvTCjVHW4F0=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIviqsyoqMuCG5cV7APasWTSTBuaSYYkI5ShP+AXuNUvcCdu/Qs/wP8w087Cth4IOZxzL/dwgpgzbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DppaJIrRBJJeqHWBNORO0YZjhtB0riqOA01Ywus381hNVmknxYMYx9SM8ECxkBBsrPXYDyft6HNkvHUx65YpbdadAy8TLSQVy1Hvln25fkiSiwhCOte54bmz8FCvDCKeTUjfRNMZkhAe0Y6nAEdV+Ok09QSdW6aNQKvuEQVP170aKI51Fs5MRNkO96GXif14nMeGNnzIRJ4YKMjsUJhwZibIKUJ8pSgwfW4KJYjYrIkOsMDG2qLkrgcIjarJevMUWlknzvOpdVS/uLyu107yhIhzBMZyBB9dQgzuoQwMIKHiBV3hznp1358P5nI0WnHznEObgfP0CKIubPA==</latexit>

g

<latexit sha1_base64="a/wEuM+bCTZGPP+3rALF9jBxBDA=">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</latexit>

Input Hamiltonian: Fermi-Hubbard model
<latexit sha1_base64="InCCqrrdD+neN9E/QDxUwyQo5PU=">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</latexit>

Ĥ(g) =
X

hiji�

⇣
�g

(J)
ij ĉ†i� ĉj� + g

(V )
ij n̂i�n̂j�

⌘

+
X

i

g
(U)
i n̂i"n̂i#

<latexit sha1_base64="Qdzwt9BqdVIM3lG3S1/YIqadq7s=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1TLNYFCswm4EtQzYWEYwD0hCuDu5SYbMziwzs4EQUtj4KzYWitj6EXb+jZNHoYkHBg7n3MOde6JEcGOD4NtbW9/Y3NrO7GR39/YPDv2j46pRqWZYYUooXY/AoOASK5ZbgfVEI8SRwFo0uJ36tSFqw5V8sKMEWzH0JO9yBtZJbT8XI5hUc9mjQjEQVEUG9RBc3rT9fFAIZqCrJFyQPFmg3Pa/mh3F0hilZQKMaYRBYltj0JYzgZNsMzWYABtADxuOSojRtMazIyb0zCkd2lXaPWnpTP2dGENszCiO3GQMtm+Wvan4n9dIbfemNeYySS1KNl/UTQW1ik4boR2ukVkxcgSY5u6vlPVBA7Out6wrIVw+eZVUi4XwqnB5X8yXzhd1ZEiOnJILEpJrUiJ3pEwqhJFH8kxeyZv35L14797HfHTNW2ROyB94nz8gQ5hR</latexit>

measuring local observables

<latexit sha1_base64="dzwQlvuF3LmUBNo2YhiKQwtbrRg=">AAACGXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr/hetRRhMCg2hl0FtRRsLCOYGIgh3J3c6JDZnWXmrhCWVH6GX2CrX2AntlZ+gP/h5FEY44GBwzn3NSdKlbQUBF9eYWZ2bn6huLi0vLK6tu5vbNaszozAqtBKm3oEFpVMsEqSFNZTgxBHCm+i7sXAv3lAY6VOrqmXYjOGu0R2pAByUsvfSbWlw9RogdbyGMFmBmNMiLeBoOWXgnIwBJ8m4ZiU2BiVlv9929YiGwwQCqxthEFKzRwMSaGwv3SbWUxBdOEOG44mEKNt5sNv9PmeU9q8o4177oCh+rsjh9jaXhy5yhjo3v71BuJ/XiOjzlkzl0maESZitKiTKU6aDzLhbWlQkOo5AsJIdysX92BAkEtuYktkoIvUd7mEf1OYJrWjcnhSPr46Kp3vjxMqsm22yw5YyE7ZObtkFVZlgj2yZ/bCXr0n78179z5GpQVv3LPFJuB9/gAMZKGB</latexit>

post-process measurement data

<latexit sha1_base64="F8jaUbo/bvx8Sv6tak3AhmvWRgM=">AAACFnicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMZ31J1uGoPiKsxEUHEVcJNlBGOEGEJNp6JNerqH7hohhIDH8ARu9QTuxK1bD+A97DwWGv2h4eevKqr6i1MlHYXhZzAzOze/sJhbWl5ZXVvfyG9uXTmTWYE1YZSx1zE4VFJjjSQpvE4tQhIrrMfd82G9fo/WSaMvqZdiM4FbLTtSAPmold+xKIx2ZDNB2OYVSKQioyXos1a+EBbDkfhfE01MgU1UbeW/btpGZAlqEgqca0RhSs0+WJJC4WD5JnOYgujCLTa81ZCga/ZHfxjwfZ+0ecdY/zTxUfpzog+Jc70k9p0J0J2brg3D/2qNjDqnzb7UaUaoxXhRJ1OcDB8C4W3pEZDqeQPCSn8rF3dgwfOwv7fEFrpIA88lmqbw11yVitFx8eiiVCgfTAjl2C7bY4csYieszCqsympMsAf2xJ7ZS/AYvAZvwfu4dSaYzGyzXwo+vgG2TqBE</latexit>

reconstructed Hamiltonian:

<latexit sha1_base64="i8w2ha+Vw6TrMYt5mj1OIlXANDM=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviopRERV0W3IirCqYttKFMppN2yGQSZiZCCV35BW71C9yJW7/ED/A/nLZZ2NYDFw7n3Mu99/gJZ0rb9rdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7B00Vp5JQl8Q8lm0fK8qZoK5mmtN2IimOfE5bfng78VtPVCoWi0c9SqgX4YFgASNYG6l1X0XdKnJ75Ypds6dAy8TJSQVyNHrln24/JmlEhSYcK9Vx7ER7GZaaEU7HpW6qaIJJiAe0Y6jAEVVeNj13jE6M0kdBLE0Jjabq34kMR0qNIt90RlgP1aI3Ef/zOqkObryMiSTVVJDZoiDlSMdo8jvqM0mJ5iNDMJHM3IrIEEtMtElobosvcUj12OTiLKawTJrnNeeqdvFwWamf5gkV4QiO4QwcuIY63EEDXCAQwgu8wpv1bL1bH9bnrLVg5TOHMAfr6xcQ7paX</latexit> J
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<latexit sha1_base64="gDaY6dtLkbjyySOLWiDK7pE3yZ8=">AAACCHicdVBLSgNBEO3xG/9Rl24ao+BqmAmT0WXAjbiKYDSQxNDTqSRtej501whhyAU8gVs9gTtx6y08gPewJ0Ywog8KHu9VUVUvSKTQ6Djv1tz8wuLScmFldW19Y3OruL1zpeNUcajzWMaqETANUkRQR4ESGokCFgYSroPhae5f34HSIo4ucZRAO2T9SPQEZ2ikmxYK2YXsfNzJxO24Uyw5dtnxfNejju35nuf6hvieW6lUqGs7E5TIFLVO8aPVjXkaQoRcMq2brpNgO2MKBZcwXm2lGhLGh6wPTUMjFoJuZ5Orx/TQKF3ai5WpCOlE/TmRsVDrURiYzpDhQP/2cvEvr5li76SdiShJESL+taiXSooxzSOgXaGAoxwZwrgS5lbKB0wxjiaomS2BYkPAPJfv5+n/5Kpsu75dvvBK1YNpQgWyR/bJEXHJMamSM1IjdcKJIg/kkTxZ99az9WK9frXOWdOZXTID6+0TaEubZQ==</latexit>

J̃ij
<latexit sha1_base64="28X2yOfXnxB33op7mMzFdSrxk8I=">AAACCHicdVBLSgNBEO3x/zfq0k1jFFwNM2Eyugy4calgopCMoaenEtv0fOiuEcKQC3gCt3oCd+LWW3gA72FPjGBEHxQ83quiql6YSaHRcd6tmdm5+YXFpeWV1bX1jc3K1nZLp7ni0OSpTNVVyDRIkUATBUq4yhSwOJRwGQ5OSv/yDpQWaXKBwwyCmPUT0ROcoZGuOyhkBEVr1C3E7ahbqTp2zfF816OO7fme5/qG+J5br9epaztjVMkEZ93KRydKeR5Dglwyrduuk2FQMIWCSxitdHINGeMD1oe2oQmLQQfF+OoRPTBKRHupMpUgHas/JwoWaz2MQ9MZM7zRv71S/Mtr59g7DgqRZDlCwr8W9XJJMaVlBDQSCjjKoSGMK2FupfyGKcbRBDW1JVRsAFjm8v08/Z+0arbr27Vzr9rYnyS0RHbJHjkkLjkiDXJKzkiTcKLIA3kkT9a99Wy9WK9frTPWZGaHTMF6+wR7p5tx</latexit>

Ṽij

<latexit sha1_base64="LBVvswoqSIMH/r/OMMHnLMQBuw4=">AAACB3icdVBLSgNBEO3xb/xFXbppjIKrYSZMRpcBNy4VTCIkQ+jpqdEmPR+7a4Qw5ACewK2ewJ249RgewHvY+Qgq+qDg8V4VVfXCXAqNjvNuzc0vLC4tr6xW1tY3Nreq2zttnRWKQ4tnMlNXIdMgRQotFCjhKlfAklBCJxycjv3OHSgtsvQShzkECbtORSw4QyMFPRQygrI16pdi1K/WHLvueL7rUcf2fM9zfUN8z200GtS1nQlqZIbzfvWjF2W8SCBFLpnWXdfJMSiZQsEljCq9QkPO+IBdQ9fQlCWgg3Jy9IgeGiWicaZMpUgn6veJkiVaD5PQdCYMb/Rvbyz+5XULjE+CUqR5gZDy6aK4kBQzOk6ARkIBRzk0hHElzK2U3zDFOJqcfmwJFRsAjnP5ep7+T9p12/Xt+oVXax7MElohe2SfHBGXHJMmOSPnpEU4uSUP5JE8WffWs/VivU5b56zZzC75AevtE6b+mvw=</latexit>

Ũi

<latexit sha1_base64="WMuYZ5c6deGgRJlqI/ywzgOtMqk=">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</latexit>
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output Hamiltonian

<latexit sha1_base64="RJUIhfsWC/+CnuD/L3+wKv82LeI=">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</latexit>

{ĉ†i� ĉj�, n̂i�n̂j�, n̂i"n̂i#}
input components

<latexit sha1_base64="BL8vQCYSYue41znUEKpEzUkaLYw=">AAAB+nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBqvgKiQh1CwLbrqsYB/QljKZTtuhkwczN2qJ+RQ3LhRx65e482+cphVU9MCFwzn3cu89fiy4Asv6MApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5BuXLYVlEiKWvRSESy6xPFBA9ZCzgI1o0lI4EvWMefXS78zg2TikfhNcxjNgjIJORjTgloaViu9KcE0kY27AO7g5SH2bBctUzXdTy3hi3Tsl3L83Li1GwP26aVo4pWaA7L7/1RRJOAhUAFUapnWzEMUiKBU8GyUj9RLCZ0Riasp2lIAqYGaX56hs+0MsLjSOoKAefq94mUBErNA193BgSm6re3EP/yegmMvYH+J06AhXS5aJwIDBFe5IBHXDIKYq4JoZLrWzGdEkko6LRKOoSvT/H/pO2Yds10rtxq/XQVRxEdoxN0jmx0geqogZqohSi6RQ/oCT0b98aj8WK8LlsLxmrmCP2A8fYJYquUqQ==</latexit>

Ĥin

<latexit sha1_base64="ltFSn001RDDs6IlElzkeQJLwbvo=">AAAB8XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1VwFSYh1GyEghuXFewD21Am00k7djIJMxOhhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtMKKnrgwuGce7n3njDlTGmEPqzSyura+kZ5s7K1vbO7V90/aKskk4S2SMIT2Q2xopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxyGknnFzO/c49lYol4kZPUxrEeCRYxAjWRrptD3J2N4MXEA2qNWR7nut7dYhs5HjI9wvi1h0fOjYqUANLNAfV9/4wIVlMhSYcK9VzUKqDHEvNCKezSj9TNMVkgke0Z6jAMVVBXlw8g6dGGcIokaaEhoX6fSLHsVLTODSdMdZj9dubi395vUxHfpAzkWaaCrJYFGUc6gTO34dDJinRfGoIJpKZWyEZY4mJNiFVTAhfn8L/Sdu1nbrtXnu1xskyjjI4AsfgDDjgHDTAFWiCFiBAgAfwBJ4tZT1aL9brorVkLWcOwQ9Yb5+4X5A3</latexit>

Vij = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="wf3e5CVZQPUii2XbEjCq1aVF4pM=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g1VwFSYl1GyEghtxVcHUQhvKZDpph04mYWYilNCFX+BWv8CduPVT/AD/w2lawYoeuHA4517uvSdMOVMaoQ+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7lX3D9oqySShPkl4IjshVpQzQX3NNKedVFIch5zehePLmX93T6ViibjVk5QGMR4KFjGCtZH8a3gBnX61hmzXrXtuAyIbOS7yvILUG44HHRsVqIEFWv3qZ2+QkCymQhOOleo6KNVBjqVmhNNppZcpmmIyxkPaNVTgmKogL46dwlOjDGCUSFNCw0L9OZHjWKlJHJrOGOuR+u3NxL+8bqYjL8iZSDNNBZkvijIOdQJnn8MBk5RoPjEEE8nMrZCMsMREm3yWtoQSj6memly+n4f/k3bddhp2/catNU8WCZXBETgGZ8AB56AJrkAL+IAABh7BE3i2HqwX69V6m7eWrMXMIViC9f4FMxSWKA==</latexit>

J = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="/L8AAk87vrGucVN+ICJI7F5EZZY=">AAACA3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmahVchUkINRuh4MZlBdNWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0KVf4Fa/wJ249UP8AP/D6UOwogcuHM65l3vvCTPOpELow1hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHLZnmglCPpDwVnRBLyllCPcUUp51MUByHnLbD0dXUb99TIVma3KpxRoMYDxIWMYKVlu486Fcv/Sp0e5UaMh3Hdp06RCayHOS6M2LXLRdaJpqhBhZo9iqffj8leUwTRTiWsmuhTAUFFooRTidlP5c0w2SEB7SraYJjKoNidvAEnmmlD6NU6EoUnKk/JwocSzmOQ90ZYzWUv72p+JfXzVXkBgVLslzRhMwXRTmHKoXT72GfCUoUH2uCiWD6VkiGWGCidEZLW0KBR1RNdC7fz8P/Scs2rbpp3zi1xukioRI4BifgHFjgAjTANWgCDxAQg0fwBJ6NB+PFeDXe5q0rxmLmCCzBeP8Cd+uXXA==</latexit>

U=8

measured  
observables

<latexit sha1_base64="Cak7LrNC4hdqd2GWfoKFP/wTboA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaFqEeiF4+YyCOBDZkdZmHC7Ow602tCCD/hxYPGePV3vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJHCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNHGqGW+wWMa6HVDDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiQvBWMbmd+64lrI2L1gOOE+xEdKBEKRtFK7UoXRcRNtVcsuWV3DrJKvIyUIEO9V/zq9mOWRlwhk9SYjucm6E+oRsEknxa6qeEJZSM64B1LFbVb/Mn83ik5s0qfhLG2pZDM1d8TExoZM44C2xlRHJplbyb+53VSDK/9iVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMnue9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQRFWwI3vLLq6R5UfYuy5X7aql2k8WRhxM4hXPw4ApqcAd1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz+is4+3</latexit>

3⇥ 4 lattice

<latexit sha1_base64="EcrjqEpQYZGYwua3lwrWa4+3t3Y=">AAACAHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqgsXbkKL4GqY6bS17gpuXFawD2iHksmkbWgmGZKMpQzd+CtuXCji1s9w59+YPgQVvRByOOce7r0niBlV2nE+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqKZFITJpYMCE7AVKEUU6ammpGOrEkKAoYaQfjq7neviNSUcFv9TQmfoSGnA4oRtpQ/fxJLxAsVNPIfGkvFBOOpBSTWT9fdGyn7JVcFzq2V3Xdy4oB1Vql5nnQtZ1FFcGqGv38u3HjJCJcY4aU6rpOrP0USU0xI7NcL1EkRniMhqRrIEcRUX66OGAGzwwTwoGQ5nENF+x3R4oiNd/RdEZIj9RvbU7+pXUTPaj5KeVxognHy0GDhEEt4DwNGFJJsGZTAxCW1OwK8QhJhLXJLGdC+LoU/g9aJdut2s5NuVgvrOLIglNQAOfABRegDq5BAzQBBjPwAJ7As3VvPVov1uuyNWOtPMfgR1lvn3Itl4U=</latexit>#<latexit sha1_base64="kJg/exU34FTw3HSN0f9J1am8c3k=">AAAB/nicdVDNS8MwHE39nPOrKp68hA3BU0lHme428OJxgvuAtYw0y7awtClJqowy8F/x4kERr/4d3vxvTLcKKvog5PHe70deXphwpjRCH9bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u3bx8cdpRIJaFtIriQvRAryllM25ppTnuJpDgKOe2G08vc795SqZiIb/QsoUGExzEbMYK1kQb2sR8KPlSzyFyZnyZYSnE3H9hV5NQ95DU8iBy0QE7cWh01oFsoVVCgNbDf/aEgaURjTThWqu+iRAcZlpoRTudlP1U0wWSKx7RvaIwjqoJsEX8OT40yhCMhzYk1XKjfNzIcqTyhmYywnqjfXi7+5fVTPboIMhYnqaYxWT40SjnUAuZdwCGTlGg+MwQTyUxWSCZYYqJNY2VTwtdP4f+kU3PcuoOuvWqzUtRRAiegAs6AC85BE1yBFmgDAjLwAJ7As3VvPVov1utydMUqdo7AD1hvn7RSloY=</latexit>"

<latexit sha1_base64="kJg/exU34FTw3HSN0f9J1am8c3k=">AAAB/nicdVDNS8MwHE39nPOrKp68hA3BU0lHme428OJxgvuAtYw0y7awtClJqowy8F/x4kERr/4d3vxvTLcKKvog5PHe70deXphwpjRCH9bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u3bx8cdpRIJaFtIriQvRAryllM25ppTnuJpDgKOe2G08vc795SqZiIb/QsoUGExzEbMYK1kQb2sR8KPlSzyFyZnyZYSnE3H9hV5NQ95DU8iBy0QE7cWh01oFsoVVCgNbDf/aEgaURjTThWqu+iRAcZlpoRTudlP1U0wWSKx7RvaIwjqoJsEX8OT40yhCMhzYk1XKjfNzIcqTyhmYywnqjfXi7+5fVTPboIMhYnqaYxWT40SjnUAuZdwCGTlGg+MwQTyUxWSCZYYqJNY2VTwtdP4f+kU3PcuoOuvWqzUtRRAiegAs6AC85BE1yBFmgDAjLwAJ7As3VvPVov1utydMUqdo7AD1hvn7RSloY=</latexit>"
<latexit sha1_base64="kJg/exU34FTw3HSN0f9J1am8c3k=">AAAB/nicdVDNS8MwHE39nPOrKp68hA3BU0lHme428OJxgvuAtYw0y7awtClJqowy8F/x4kERr/4d3vxvTLcKKvog5PHe70deXphwpjRCH9bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u3bx8cdpRIJaFtIriQvRAryllM25ppTnuJpDgKOe2G08vc795SqZiIb/QsoUGExzEbMYK1kQb2sR8KPlSzyFyZnyZYSnE3H9hV5NQ95DU8iBy0QE7cWh01oFsoVVCgNbDf/aEgaURjTThWqu+iRAcZlpoRTudlP1U0wWSKx7RvaIwjqoJsEX8OT40yhCMhzYk1XKjfNzIcqTyhmYywnqjfXi7+5fVTPboIMhYnqaYxWT40SjnUAuZdwCGTlGg+MwQTyUxWSCZYYqJNY2VTwtdP4f+kU3PcuoOuvWqzUtRRAiegAs6AC85BE1yBFmgDAjLwAJ7As3VvPVov1utydMUqdo7AD1hvn7RSloY=</latexit>"
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The fact that quantum simulation is governed by a local Hamiltonian enables efficient verification via Hamiltonian learning in
a regime inaccessible to classical simulations [74]. We illustrate this idea for non-equilibrium dynamics in a Hubbard model as
introduced in Box 2 [21]. In our numerical simulations, fermionic atoms are placed in an antiferromagnetic configuration on

the boundary of 3× 4 lattice, and a quench with the input Hamiltonian Ĥin = −J
∑
〈ij〉σ ĉ

†
iσ ĉjσ + U

∑
j n̂j↑n̂j↓ (U/J = 8)

generates highly entangled states after about 4 hopping times t ∼ 4 [1/J ]. In practice, the experiment has to be repeated
several times for different time instances and local observables are measured at the end of each experimental run.
Verification protocols based on Hamiltonian learning aim to reconstruct Ĥin that governs the non-equilibrium dynamics
[75, 76]. The starting point is an Ansatz consisting of polynomially many spatially local input components from which the

output Hamiltonian Ĥout is assembled and which determine the observables to be measured on the quantum system. The
procedure infers the coefficients J̃ij , Ṽij and Ũi of the input components from measurement data taken on the quantum
simulator. As can be seen in the example above, terms not present in the input Hamiltonian like offsite density-density
interactions n̂iσn̂jσ turn out to be zero. Here, the number of measurements required to estimate the coefficients up to a given
error bar scales polynomially with the system size [76].

ics of the Hubbard model [38], disordered, interacting
many-particle systems [82], topological phases of matter
[39, 40, 83], robust features of out of equilibrium dynam-
ics such as quantum many-body scars [41, 84], and Bo-
son sampling as noted earlier [10]. In each case, analogue
quantum simulators have allowed experiments to explore
new dynamical features, and address previously inacces-
sible questions. One example of addressing existing ques-
tions is being able to directly investigate the interplay
between disorder and interaction in 2D systems [37, 82],
especially in determining the transition between localised
and delocalised particles by observing expansion dynam-
ics of particles on a lattice with controllable parameters in
a quantum gas microscope. In terms of providing a new
perspective on low-temperature behaviour in interacting
systems of fermions, recent work has focussed on directly
local measurements of correlations between particles and
holes in the Hubbard model [38]. A wide range of con-
trollability suggests possibilities to apply analogue quan-
tum simulators to open problems in high energy physics
[85], and the scrambling of information in black holes, in-
cluding models connected with the holographic principle
[86, 87], and there are also proposals in future for address-
ing quantum chemistry problems [88] as well as connect-
ing to broader computations though universal hamilto-
nians [89, 90]. Beyond basic science, one of the areas of
greatest potential is the application of these systems as
programmable quantum sensors [91]. As noted below, a
great opportunity also exists in hybridising these systems
with digital operations to access a much wider range of

physical models and problems beyond basic science.

B. Digital Quantum Simulators

Despite their resource cost, fault-tolerant Digital
Quantum Simulators will open an even broader range
of possibilities because we can implement any desired
Hamiltonian without needing to engineer this in the lab-
oratory. This will open the possibility to simulate pro-
cesses in quantum chemistry [13, 92] and materials sci-
ence [93, 94], where the effective models are often com-
plex and involve long-range couplings. A lot of ex-
citement around the potential to simulate the quantum
chemistry of large molecules, for example, presupposes
the potential to implement highly complex Hamiltoni-
ans. This is also especially important for the encoding
of broader computational challenges (including, e.g., op-
timisation) on quantum dynamics, where the resulting
Hamiltonians again generally involve long-range interac-
tions [95, 96]. This underlines the importance for the
area of quantum simulator of continuing work develop-
ing future fault-tolerant quantum computers.

C. Hybrid analogue-digital quantum simulators

A very exciting opportunity in the near-term, how-
ever, is the potential for programmable quantum sim-
ulators that begin with the capabilities of an analogue
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system, and add the control from digital systems in dif-
ferent forms [97–102]. This is already progressing, [98]
with random operations applied digitally being used for
platform verification in analogue simulators [78], or the
measurement of many-body entanglement in quench dy-
namics [98, 102, 103]. Hybridisation of analogue systems
with classical digital computing is also underway, with
recent small-scale demonstrations of variational quantum
emulation, using a quantum system controlled by a clas-
sical optimiser to explore the lowest energy state of a
many-body problem [99].

In these programmable hybrid quantum simulators,
the dynamics governed by the system Hamiltonian es-
sentially act as a many-particle operation as described
in the introduction. This need not be restricted to sim-
ple evolution under one native Hamiltonian, as the time-
dependent control over these systems allows for strobo-
scopic engineering of the dynamics, or indeed engineering
of different models with rapid time-dependent processes
(so-called Floquet engineering). We are also clearly not
restricted to scientifically relevant models - as a simple
starting point, several groups have shown, e.g., how in-
dustrially relevant optimisation problems can be mapped
onto Hamiltonians that can be engineered in cold atom
quantum simulators (see, e.g. [104]).

We can then go beyond directly simulating these mod-
els by using the large-scale entangling operations implied
by many-body dynamics as a variational circuit that can
form the basis for methods such as Variational Quan-
tum Eigensolver [105], Quantum Approximate Optimisa-
tion [106], and Quantum Machine Learning [107, 108] on
these programmable systems. This again opens access to
a range of problems well beyond basic science. In many
of these systems, we can still use some of the same opera-
tions we are familiar with in digital quantum computing.
But we no longer restrict to the gate sets that are re-
quired for fault-tolerant digital computing, and instead,
in the NISQ era when we do not yet have fault-tolerance,
make best use of the native capabilities of our analogue
hardware.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, addressing quantum problems in quan-
tum many-body physics has a long history, and also many
practical applications - both directly to quantum systems
in physics, chemistry and materials science, and to cal-
culations from other fields that can be rewritten in this
form. These problems are both difficult to solve, and are
relevant and important beyond testing quantum hard-
ware, making them excellent candidates for demonstrat-
ing a practical quantum advantage. Though on a for-
mal level, there are no complexity proofs that the time
cost for classical algorithms must scale exponentially, the
same is true for most hard problems in classical comput-
ing, including factoring and NP-complete problems such
as the Travelling Salesperson. However, many decades

of progress and understanding underline (as for factoring
and NP-hard problems) that this is a difficult problem,
which is very unlikely to find a general solution. Ana-
logue and Digital Quantum simulators provide an answer
to this challenge, avoiding exponential scaling arising in
memory resources, and at least for time evolution start-
ing from a known state, also in time cost of the calcula-
tion.

Analogue quantum simulators are now moving from
providing qualitative demonstrations of physical phe-
nomena to providing well-calibrated, quantitative solu-
tions for native problems. A key element of this is the
further development of verification techniques, and one
way of achieving this would be via Hamiltonian learning.
We understand from controlled error budgets that ana-
logue quantum simulators are already operating quan-
titatively reliably in regimes that are intractable classi-
cally, with opportunities for efficient verification of this
in experiments. In table I we summarise the state-of-
the-art for simulation of quantum systems via classical,
analogue and digital methods.

Analogue quantum simulators are already having a sig-
nificant impact today on basic science. There is further
excitement over the range of models, as well as scala-
bility and accuracy that fault-tolerant digital quantum
simulation will make available in the future, with cau-
tious optimism regarding the timescales to achieve the
necessary hardware. A particularly exciting way for-
wards in the near term is development of a range of pro-
grammable quantum simulators hybridising digital and
analogue techniques. This holds great potential as the
best way forward in the NISQ era, as – rather than re-
stricting to a limited gate set that is only required for
fault-tolerant machines – it combines the best advantages
of both sides by making use of the native analogue oper-
ations to produce highly entangled states.

In computing history, classical analogue and digital
computing coexisted for more than half a century, with
a gradual transition towards digital computing. We ex-
pect the same thing to happen in quantum simulation,
where over the coming decades, we anticipate that larger-
scale, verified, and quantitatively controlled simulations
on analogue and hybrid devices will continue to play
an important role, while scalable fault-tolerant quantum
simulators will be developed in the future to provide ac-
cess to freely programmable models and specified accu-
racy.
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Classical Simulation Analogue Quantum Simulation Digital Quantum Computing

Platforms Classical supercomputers Neutral atoms (optical lattices or
tweezer arrays), Ions, Supercon-
ducting systems, Quantum Dots,
Photons,. . .

Neutral atoms (optical lattices or
tweezer arrays), Ions, Supercon-
ducting systems, Quantum Dots,
Photons,. . .

Universality Yes (up to restricted system sizes
or timescales) due to exponential
scaling in time (and potentially
memory)

Limited to available physical
models

Yes (with error correction, requiring
substantial scaling up from current
systems)

Quantum advantage No, and the cost grows exponen-
tially with system size or simulation
time

Regimes of practical quantum ad-
vantage now for real scientific prob-
lems, with potential opportunities
for industrial problems

Quantum primacy for specialised
tasks, awaiting practical quan-
tum advantage and eventually fault
tolerance

Solvable models Unrestricted models through best
available classical algorithms

Specific particle (Fermion or Bo-
son) Hamiltonian, Spin Models
(Qubits). Potentially, other math-
ematical problems that can be
mapped onto these models

Wide classes of models, solved
through algorithms for Quantum
Simulation on a general purpose
quantum computer

System Size (Today) < 50 spins computed exactly, or
specialised short-time calculations
for larger systems

Platform dependent up to 50-1000
particles or spins

Around 50 noisy qubits are
presently available, but no fault-
tolerant digital qubits yet

Scalability (Near
term)

Exponentially difficult to scale
to larger system sizes and longer
times, except for specialised
problems

Direct path to 103 − 104 particles
within the next 2-3 years

Few hundred in NISQ devices, next
step is to bring error corrected
qubits online

TABLE I. Summary of the state of the art in simulation of quantum systems. In this table, we summarise the state
of the art and near-term prospects for simulation of quantum systems by classical, analogue quantum, and digital quantum
simulators.
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